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Abstract
Several Mycoplasma species have had their genome completely sequenced, including four strains of the

swine pathogen Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. Nevertheless, little is known about the nucleotide
sequences that control transcriptional initiation in these microorganisms. Therefore, with the objective
of investigating the promoter sequences of M. hyopneumoniae, 23 transcriptional start sites (TSSs) of dis-
tinct genes were mapped. A pattern that resembles the s70 promoter 210 element was found upstream of
the TSSs. However, no 235 element was distinguished. Instead, an AT-rich periodic signal was identified.
About half of the experimentally defined promoters contained the motif 50-TRTGn-30, which was identical
to the 216 element usually found in Gram-positive bacteria. The defined promoters were utilized to build
position-specific scoring matrices in order to scan putative promoters upstream of all coding sequences
(CDSs) in the M. hyopneumoniae genome. Two hundred and one signals were found associated with
169 CDSs. Most of these sequences were located within 100 nucleotides of the start codons. This
study has shown that the number of promoter-like sequences in the M. hyopneumoniae genome is more
frequent than expected by chance, indicating that most of the sequences detected are probably biologic-
ally functional.
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1. Introduction

The genus Mycoplasma, composed of bacteria that
have no cell wall and have extremely reduced
genomes, includes several species of medical or veter-
inary significance. Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is an
important swine pathogen, causing worldwide eco-
nomic losses in the livestock industry.1 In recent
years, many Mycoplasma species have had their
genomes completely sequenced, including four
strains of M. hyopneumoniae.2–4 Their genomes are
�900 kb in length and contain �700 genes.

The analysis of genomic data shows that
Mycoplasma genomes contain a small number of

genes related to transcription. In the Clusters of
Ortholog Groups (COG) classification, there are 20
genes implicated in this process in M. hyopneumoniae
strain 7448, corresponding to �3% of the total
coding sequences (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
sutils/coxik.cgi?gi=18652). Comparatively, 353 tran-
scription-related genes are found in Bacillus subtilis,
accounting for 7.4% of the total CDSs (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/coxik.cgi?gi=27).

Like other Mycoplasma species, M. hyopneumoniae
lacks many regulatory elements, including two-com-
ponent systems and the transcription termination
factor Rho.5 Furthermore, only a single s factor has
been identified in all the Mycoplasma genomes
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analysed, while Escherichia coli has at least six s

factors6 and B. subtilis has at least 18.7 These observa-
tions suggest that mycoplasmas have transcriptional
regulatory mechanisms that are unique among bac-
terial species.

The identification of promoter sequences is an im-
portant step towards understanding gene regulation;
however, there are few studies about the nucleotide
sequences that control transcriptional initiation in
Mycoplasma. A fundamental study was published
more than 10 years ago by Weiner et al.,8 in which
several putative Mycoplasma pneumoniae promoters
were identified by primer extension coupled with ana-
lysis using E. coli s70 matrices. The defined sequences
were used to derive an improved matrix for promoter
prediction in this species.

In M. hyopneumoniae, very few promoters or tran-
scriptional start sites (TSSs) have been determined.
Therefore, with the goal of investigating M. hyopneumo-
niae promoters, 23 gene TSSs were mapped, and their
adjacent upstream regions were examined for overre-
presented sequences. The data gathered were then
used to build species-specific position-specific scoring
matrices (PSSMs), which were further evaluated in rela-
tion to their predictive performance. The best PSSM was
utilized to scan for putative promoters upstream of all
coding sequences of the M. hyopneumoniae genome.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae strain 7448 was cul-

tured in 15-ml Falcon tubes containing 5 ml of Friis
medium9 at 378C for �48 h with gentle agitation in
a roller drum. Escherichia coli XL1-Blue was cultured
at 378C in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium, which was sup-
plemented with 100 mg/ml of ampicillin when
required. For blue/white colony selection, 40 mg/ml
of X-gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galacto-
pyranoside) and 0.3 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalacto-
pyranoside were added to the LB agar.10

2.2. DNA manipulations, oligonucleotides and
sequence analysis

DNA purifications from agarose gel bands were per-
formed with the NucleoSpinw Extract II kit (Macherey-
Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, Germany) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The SmaI-digested
plasmid pUC18 was utilized in cloning procedures.
DNA ligation, transformation by electroporation,
colony polymerase chain reaction (PCR), plasmid ex-
traction and agarose gel electrophoresis were per-
formed using standard methods.10 The 50 RACE
adapter, the primers 50 rapid amplification of cDNA
ends (RACE) Outer and 50 RACE Inner were provided

in the First Choice RNA ligase-mediated (RLM)-RACE
kit (Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX, USA). Gene-specific
primers employed in the 50 RLM-RACE analysis are
listed in Supplementary Table S1. The primers M13
forward and M13 reverse (InvitrogenTM, Carlsbad,
CA, USA) were utilized in the screening of clones and
in the sequencing reactions. Sequencing was per-
formed using the Dyenamic et dye terminator cycle
sequencing kit (Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) and
a MegaBACE 1000 DNA Analysis System automated
sequencer (Healthcare).

2.3. RNA isolation
Total RNA was isolated from a 25 ml culture of M.

hyopneumoniae strain 7448. Cells were harvested by
centrifugation at 3360 � g for 15 min and resus-
pended in 1 ml of TRIzol (Invitrogen). The cell suspen-
sion was then processed according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Subsequently, 50 mg of RNA
was treated with RQ1 RNase-Free DNase (Promega
Corporation, Madison, WI, USA), followed by purifica-
tion and concentration with the NucleoSpinw RNA
Clean-up XS kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG).

2.4. 50 RLM-RACE
To identify TSSs, the strategy described by Bensing

et al.11 was employed. This methodology was per-
formed using the First Choice RLM-RACE kit
(Ambion, Inc.) following the manufacturer’s protocol,
except that the calf intestinal phosphatase treatment
was not carried out. Briefly, a 16 ml of reaction
mixture containing 10 mg of DNA-free RNA, tobacco
acid pyrophosphatase (TAP) buffer and 20 U RNase
Inhibitor (Fermentas) was divided into two aliquots,
one of which received 2 ml of TAP enzyme (TAPþ reac-
tion) and the other an equal volume of water (TAP2

reaction). After TAP treatment, both samples were
processed identically in the 50 RACE adapter ligation
and reverse transcription steps. Once cDNA was
obtained, three nested PCRs were carried out for
each gene: TAPþ, TAP2 and the negative control. All
the reactions were performed in a total volume of
25 ml containing 1.25 mM MgCl2, 1� Taq buffer,
0.02 mM of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate
(dNTP), 1 U Taq DNA polymerase (Ludwig Biotec,
Porto Alegre, Brazil), 10 pmol of the gene- and
adaptor-specific primers and 0.5 ml of the template.
The outer 50 RLM-RACE PCR was done with cDNA as
the template, the 50 RACE outer primer and the
gene-specific outer primer. The inner 50 RLM-RACE
PCR was done using an aliquot of the outer 50 RLM-
RACE PCR as the template, the 50 RACE inner primer
and the gene-specific inner primer. Amplifications
were performed using the touchdown technique,
and the products were analysed in 1.2–2% agarose
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gels. Differential DNA gel bands present in the TAP-
treated samples (fragments derived from unprocessed
RNA), but not in the TAP-untreated samples, were puri-
fied and cloned. Clones were screened by colony PCR
for the presence of the insert and then sequenced.

2.5. Sequence logos
Sequence logos were created using the WebLogo site

(http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/).12,13 Experimentally
defined s70 promoter sequences of different bacteria
were utilized, relying on the alignments proposed by
the respective authors (Supplementary Table S2). The
following numbers of promoter sequences were used
to generate the logos: 25 sites of Sinorhizobium meli-
loti,14 59 sites of E. coli,15 142 sites of B. subtilis,16 41
sites of Chlamydia trachomatis,17 35 sites of M. pneumo-
niae,8 25 sites of Prochlorococcus marinus,18 21 sites of
Campylobacter jejuni19 and 23 sites of M. hyopneumo-
niae. Genome size and G þ C content were obtained
from the genomes deposited in the National Center
of Biotechnology Information database (www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/).

2.6. PSSMs construction
The 50 regions of the TSSs determined by RLM-RACE

were examined for sequence patterns using the Local-
Word-Analysis tool20 from Regulatory Sequence
Analysis Tools21,22 (RSAT) (http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/). The
first 50 bases upstream of the TSSs were analysed,
searching for motifs composed of six or four nucleo-
tides, applying a window with a fixed width of 10 nts
(for motifs of 6 nts) and a fixed width of 5 nts (for
motifs of 4 nts), and a background model that consid-
ered all upstream regions of the M. hyopneumoniae
strain 7448 genes, preventing overlap with upstream
open reading frames (ORFs). Overrepresented motifs
located four to eight bases upstream of the TSS were
manually aligned with BioEdit 7.0,23 and this align-
ment was used to build a weight matrix of 12
columns. In addition, other two matrices of 14 and
16 columns were derived using the matrix-building
programs MEME24 and Wconsensus25 (http://ural.
wustl.edu/consensus/), respectively. For building
these matrices, 25 bases upstream of the TSSs were
analysed with an undefined motif width and the
Bernoulli model as the background. In order to
mitigate the overfitting problem, the matrices were
rebuilt eliminating repeated sites.

2.7. Data set
All analyses were carried out with the sequences

obtained from the complete genome of M. hyopneu-
moniae strain 7448, available at NCBI under the ac-
cession code NC_007332. The data sets used for
both Matrix-Quality and Matrix-Scan procedures

were extracted from all the M. hyopneumoniae
protein-coding genes using the Retrieve Sequence
tool from RSAT. The 657 extracted sequences con-
sisted of up to 250 bases upstream (without overlap
with the upstream open reading frame) and 50
bases downstream of the annotated start.

2.8. PSSMs performance evaluation
The ability of each of the three PSSMs to discover

functional binding sites in the data set sequences
was evaluated using the Matrix-Quality26 program
from RSAT.

The following parameters were applied: one
pseudo-count was used for correction of the matrix;
pseudo-frequencies were set at 0.01. As background,
Markov orders from 0 to 4 were tested using the
whole set of upstream noncoding sequences of the
M. hyopneumoniae strain 7448 genome.
Comparative analyses of the normalized weight distri-
bution (NWD) curves, obtained from Matrix-Quality,
were carried out to decide which matrix and Markov
order to use. The trade-off between the estimation
of the false-positive rate (FPR) and the sensitivity of
the matrix was assessed using receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, containing a leave-one-
out (LOO) evaluation of the positive set (sequences
used to build the matrix). Finally, as an additional
negative control, the empirical and theoretical distri-
butions of the original matrix were compared with
the average of 10 column-permuted PSSMs, which
were obtained with the Permute-Matrix tool from
RSAT.

2.9. Prediction of promoters
The putative M. hyopneumoniae promoters were

identified using the 12-column weight matrix on
the sequence data set through the Matrix-Scan
program.27 The parameters were set as in Matrix-
Quality, except that the Markov order was set at
1. The score threshold was determined by comparing
the score distribution between the predicted promo-
ters from the sequence data set (correct orientation)
with those found in the reverse complement of the
sequence data set (incorrect orientation). This ana-
lysis excluded intergenic sequences present between
genes that are transcribed in divergent directions.
The score that resulted in a considerable reduction
in putative promoters in the incorrect orientation
was selected as the threshold value.

3. Results

3.1. Mapping of TSSs
Initially, the genes for the study of M. hyopneumo-

niae promoters were chosen based on two criteria:
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(i) genes annotated as hypothetical were excluded,
since it was not known whether they were transcribed
and (ii) genes chosen had a divergent upstream gene,
thus ensuring that they did not lie inside an operon,
and that, consequently, there was a promoter imme-
diately upstream of them. About a quarter of the 79
genes that met these criteria were selected
(Supplementary Table S3). The mapping of the TSSs
was performed using the 50 RLM-RACE technique,
which allows distinction between primary and pro-
cessed transcripts on the basis of the phosphorylation
state of their 50 ends. In this process, based on the
comparison of 50 RLM-RACE products derived from
RNA treated with TAP and from untreated RNA, it is
possible to identify full-length transcripts, since TAP-
treated samples include both primary and processed
transcripts, while untreated samples include only the
processed ones. Thus, the amplification products
from TAP-treated RNA samples contained a specific
or at least an enhanced signal from primary tran-
scripts compared with untreated RNA samples.
Amplification products derived from the 50 ends of
intact transcripts were cloned and sequenced
(Supplementary Table S4).

The analysis of 10 or more independent clones for
each gene revealed that, in many cases, the 50 end
of the transcripts varied by a few nucleotides in
length. In general, the longest sequence was the
most common among the clones sequenced. One or
two shorter sequences, differing by no more than six
nucleotides, were also relatively frequent in eight
genes (Supplementary Table S4). These could repre-
sent alternative TSSs or could have originated from
processed transcripts that were co-purified with the
primary ones, since both are present in the TAP-
treated samples and may have small length differ-
ences. Given the latter assumption, the 50 nucleotide
of the largest sequence of each gene was considered
to be the TSS.

Five genes (sips, P97-like, pgk, pyrH and ktrA) had
additional nucleotides at the 50 end of their tran-
scripts that were not expected from the genomic se-
quence (data not shown). The extra nucleotides
consisted of one to six adenosines within a homopoly-
meric region composed of at least three adenosines.
In these cases, the last 50 templated nucleotide was
considered to be the TSS.

Overall, the TSSs for 23 M. hyopneumoniae genes
were identified (Table 1). Four TSSs were found
inside of their respective genes: 34 bp within licA,
14 bp within gyrA and 1 bp within MHP7448_0279
and dam. In these cases, the next in-frame start
codon downstream of the TSS was assumed to be
the true start codon. The distances between TSSs
and the gene starts ranged from 143 bp in
MHP7448_0360 to 1 bp in ktrA. The genes rplJ and

MHP7448_0198 also had distant TSSs, 100 and
137 bp from their start codons, respectively, while
the TSSs of licA, glyA, MHP7448_0279 and leuS were
situated ,10 bp from their start codons. Further ana-
lysis found that 80% of the transcripts initiated with
an adenosine residue.

3.2. Identification of promoter elements
The 23 experimentally determined TSSs were

aligned and the sequences immediately 50 to them
were examined for nucleotide patterns that could
comprise promoter elements. The occurrence of
locally overrepresented sequences was detected
using the Local-Word-Analysis tool. When looking for
motifs of six nucleotides, 21 of the 23 genes had
the patterns TATAAT or TAAAAT within 5–8 nts of
the TSS (Table 1). Additional variants were found
in the remaining two genes with multiple em for
motif elicitation (MEME) and Wconsensus, which
recognized the motifs AAAAAT and TACAAT in the
recA and ktrA genes, respectively (Table 1). Four nu-
cleotide positions of these hexamers were invariant.
However, thymidine was the first base in 22 (96%)
and the third base in 16 (70%) of them. Therefore,
the consensus sequence was TATAAT, which is identical
to the canonical s70 promoter 210 element.15

The alignment of the sequences using the 210 hex-
amers revealed additional conserved elements. The
base immediately 30 of the 210 hexamer was
thymine in 73% of the sequences (Table 1).
Moreover, there was considerable conservation in
the bases upstream of the 210 element. The Local-
Word-Analysis software found the pattern TATG in
eight of the genes, one nucleotide upstream of the
210 element (Table 1). This motif matches the con-
sensus 50-TRTGn-30, an extended 210 region com-
monly found in Gram-positive bacteria that is also
known as the 216 element.28,29 In addition, the di-
nucleotide TG (the major determinant of 210
extended elements) was found one base upstream
of the 210 hexamer in another three genes, so 11
(48%) promoter sequences contained a probable
extended 210 element.

While it was possible identify the putative
210 and 216 elements, no conserved pattern corre-
sponding to a 235 element was found (Table 1).
Instead, a periodic AT-rich sequence was seen when
a sequence logo was created (Fig. 1).

3.3. Comparison with other s70 bacterial consensus
sequences

Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae promoter sequences
were compared with other s70 promoters from
different microorganisms. The alignments of experi-
mentally identified sequences were retrieved to
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create logos, which visually represent sequence
conservation.

The results presented in Fig. 2 suggest that the
occurrence of 235 elements in the s70 promoter is
related to the G þ C content of the organism. The
promoters of the species S. meliloti, E. coli, B. subtilis,

C. trachomatis and M. pneumoniae, which have a
genomic G þ C content �40%, have the trinucleotide
TTG of the 235 element, whereas the promoters of
P. marinus, C. jejuni and M. hyopneumoniae, which
have a genomic G þ C content �30.8%, do not have
this conserved trinucleotide.

Figure 1. Sequence conservation in the M. hyopneumoniae promoter region. Sequence logo derived from the alignment of the 23 defined
promoter regions showing the high conservation of the 210 element (positions 59–64), the presence of a semi-conserved 216
element (positions 54–57), the absence of a 235 element and the distinct periodic AT-rich signal extending upstream of the 210
element. The region extending between positions 54 and 65 was used to construct the 12-column PSSM. The vertical axis shows
information content in bits. The overall height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position, whereas the height
of the nucleotide within the stack indicates its relative frequency at that position.

Table 1. Experimentally defined promoter regions of M. hyopneumoniae

Black background, nucleotides that occur in more than 80% of the promoters; dark grey background, nucleotides that occur
in more than 70% of the promoters; light grey background, guanines that occur in more than 40% of the promoters; dots,
positions used in the construction of the different PSSMs.
aNote that there was no obvious 235 element (TTGACA) in this region.
bRegion where the 216 element was found.
cTSSs are in bold.
dDistance (b) between the TSS and the start codon.
eStart codons.
fThe start codons of the genes licA, 0279, gyrA and dam were redefined, as their TSS were located within the original CDS
annotation.
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Comparison of these sequence logos also indicated
that the 210 element is more conserved in M. hyop-
neumoniae than in the other bacterial species. One
noteworthy observation was that this element was
preceded by the dinucleotide TG, a feature that is
shared with B. subtilis and C. jejuni, indicating the
existence of a 216 element. Another distinct charac-
teristic found was the presence of periodic AT-rich
sequences upstream of the 210 elements of M. hyop-
neumoniae and C. jejuni.

3.4. Construction of a PSSM for prediction
of M. hyopneumoniae promoters

Manual alignment of the 23 defined M. hyopneumo-
niae promoters was used to create a PSSM of 12
columns (Tables 1 and 2). In order to validate
whether this alignment and the positions included
in the matrix were appropriate, two other matrices
were independently constructed using MEME and
the Wconsensus. Both programs included the same
12 positions used in the initial matrix to build their

Figure 2. s70-like recognition sites in different bacterial species. Sequence logos showing the loss of conservation of the 235 signal as the
genomic G þ C content decreases. The following numbers of promoter sequences were used to generate the logos: 25 sites of S. meliloti,
59 sites of E. coli, 142 sites of B. subtilis, 41 sites of C. trachomatis, 35 sites of M. pneumoniae, 25 sites of P. marinus, 21 sites of C. jejuni
and 23 sites of M. hyopneumoniae. The vertical axis shows information content in bits. The overall height of the stack indicates the
sequence conservation at that position, whereas the height of the nucleotide within the stack indicates its relative frequency at that
position.
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matrices. However, these latter matrices included a
few more positions, generating PSSMs of 14 and 16
columns (Table 1).

Once the three PSSMs were obtained, they were
rebuilt, excluding the repeated sites, with the aim of
minimizing the problem of overfitting, and then
their predictive capacity was assessed and compared
in order to choose the best one. Matrix-Quality was
used to perform this evaluation. This program relies
on a combined analysis of theoretical and empirical
score distributions to estimate the capability of a
PSSM to distinguish putative binding sites from the
genomic background.26 The theoretical distribution
encompasses the matrix scores along a random se-
quence of infinite length generated using the back-
ground model. This indicates the probability of a site
scoring above a given weight score by chance, and
thus provides an estimate of the FPR.26 The empirical
distribution contains the matrix scores obtained along
the sequences of interest (e.g. upstream noncoding
sequences), which are composed predominantly of
nonbinding sites, interspersed with a few biologically
functional sites.26 Both distributions were calculated
using the three PSSMs. For the empirical distribution,
the sequence set comprised up to 250 bases up-
stream and 50 bases downstream of the start codon
from all M. hyopneumoniae protein-coding genes
(downstream bases were also scanned because some
TSSs were found within genes). As a background
model, the whole set of the upstream noncoding
sequences of the M. hyopneumoniae genome was
used, testing different Markov orders (0–4), since
this affects the weight score computation and, conse-
quently, the performance of the matrices. The dis-
criminatory capability of each matrix coupled with
each Markov order was assessed by comparison of
the empirical and theoretical score distributions.

The difference between the two distributions indi-
cates the discriminative power of the matrix, which
can be expressed by computation of the NWD
curves.26 In this analysis, the weight score difference
(WD) between the weight scores observed in empiric-
al and theoretical distributions is calculated at each
frequency value. As larger matrices allow higher
scores, the WD is divided by the number of matrix
columns to obtain the NWD, which allows that matri-
ces of different lengths to be compared. All matrices

performed better using a Markov order of 1
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Comparison of these matri-
ces using this background model showed that the
matrix of 12 columns yielded the highest NWD
values (Fig. 3), indicating that this PSSM was the
best one to discriminate putative promoter sequences
from the noncoding genomic background.

Once the PSSM and the background model were
defined, additional analyses were performed. In
order to generate a complementary negative
control, the same data set used for the empirical dis-
tribution was scanned using column-permuted matri-
ces derived from the 12-column PSSM. Figure 4 shows
that the mean of the score distributions of 10 per-
muted matrices overlapped the theoretical distribu-
tion. This confirmed that the theoretical distribution
can be considered an appropriate estimate of the
FPR, and that the divergence observed in the original
PSSM distribution corresponded to sites specifically
detected by this matrix in the genome.26

3.5. Score threshold determination
The curves of the theoretical and empirical distribu-

tions of the 12-column PSSM began to separate from
each other around a weight score of 3 (Fig. 4), which
is probably indicative of the presence of functional

Table 2. PSSM based on experimentally determined M. hyopneumoniae promoters

217 216 215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26

A 2 18 3 6 5 1 23 5 23 22 0 5

C 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

G 1 1 5 11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

T 20 2 15 6 5 22 0 17 0 1 23 17

Figure 3. Performances of the 12-, 14- and 16-column PSSMs using
a Markov order of 1 as the background model. Each curve shows
the normalized weight score difference (NWD) calculated from
theoretical and empirical distributions obtained for each
matrix using a Markov order of 1. The higher the NWD value,
the better the matrix distinguished putative sites from the
noncoding genomic background.
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binding sites. At this score value, the decreasing
cumulative distribution function (dCDF, indicates the
P-value, i.e. the probability to obtain by chance a
weight score higher than or equal to a given value)
in theoretical distribution is 4.1 � 1023 (3.86 �
1023 in the permuted matrix distribution) and in
the empirical distribution is 5.8 � 1023. It means
that for �6 sites found in the upstream gene
sequences, one could expect that �4 of those were
false-positives. Hence, the incidence of false-positives
in relation to the observed frequency of sites in the
target sequences is too high at this point. However,
from a score of 3 upwards, the difference between
the observed and the expected frequencies gradually
increased (Fig. 4). Consequently, the choice of a
score threshold that would allow comprehensive
promoter identification with a relatively low FPR was
necessary.

The threshold score was defined using the comple-
mentary approach described by Cases et al.30 This
procedure compares the score distributions of pre-
dicted promoters that are ‘correctly’ oriented – that
are in the same direction as the downstream gene –
with those found in the reverse strand, which are,
therefore, ‘incorrectly’ oriented. The assumption is
that false-positives should be homogeneously distrib-
uted between both strands, whereas true positives
must be correctly oriented.30

The target sequences were composed of those
from the dataset used for the determination of the
empirical distribution, but the sequences located
between divergent genes were excluded, as they
could have had promoters in both directions. The
occurrence of putative promoters in these sequences
and their respective reverse complements was deter-
mined by Matrix-Scan using the 12-column PSSM
and a Markov order of 1 as the background model.
The distributions of the correctly and incorrectly
oriented promoters are presented in Fig. 5. The inci-
dence of incorrectly oriented promoters considerably
diminished with a weight score of 6.5, so this was
used as the threshold score for posterior analyses.
The estimated FPR at this score was 2.4 � 1024

(2 � 1024 in the permuted matrices distribution),
whereas the dCDF in the empirical distribution was
1.42 � 1023.

The trade-off between the FPR and the sensitivity of
the threshold score was assessed using the ROC curve
generated by Matrix-Quality analysis (Fig. 6). The sen-
sitivity of a PSSM is the proportion of correct sites
detected above the score threshold, and it is esti-
mated by scoring the sites used to build the
matrix.26 This estimation was also performed using
the LOO validation, which corrects biases in matrix
sensitivity.26 Figure 6 shows that a FPR of 2.4 �
1024 (at a score of 6.5) is associated with a sensitivity
of 0.65 for the biased curve, and 0.60 for the LOO
curve. It is worth noting that the LOO curve and the
unbiased curve are not distant from each other, so
overfitting was insignificant.

3.6. Predicted promoters
After the optimum matrix parameters were defined,

the upstream sequences of all 657 M. hyopneumoniae

Figure 5. Weight score threshold definition. Distribution of the
scores of the correctly and incorrectly oriented promoters
predicted in the M. hyopneumoniae intergenic regions. Note
that from score 6.5, the frequencies of incorrectly oriented
promoters are much smaller than the frequencies of correctly
oriented promoters.

Figure 4. Weight score distributions for the 12-column PSSM. The
curves of the theoretical (black; dashed-dotted line) and
empirical (orange; dashed line) distributions obtained with the
12-column PSSM began to separate at a weight score of 3,
indicating that the promoters were being distinguished from
the genomic background. Note that the mean of the score
distributions of 10 column-permuted matrices (blue; solid
line) overlaps with the theoretical distribution, confirming that
the theoretical distribution can be considered an appropriate
estimation of the FPR. The theoretical score distribution was
estimated with a Markov model of order 1 using the whole set
of upstream noncoding sequences of M. hyopneumoniae. The
empirical score distribution was obtained with a sequence set
composed of the 250 bases upstream and 50 bases
downstream of the start codon of all M. hyopneumoniae
protein-coding genes. The dCDF (ordinate) indicates the
probability of observing a site scoring higher than or equal to
a given weight score (abscissa).
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CDSs were scanned for the presence of putative pro-
moters using Matrix-Scan. Table 3 shows the general
results of this analysis. Using a threshold score of

6.5, 201 sites were identified upstream of 169 differ-
ent genes, 26% of the total CDSs.

The vast majority of the CDSs had a single putative
promoter, although there were CDSs that had add-
itional sites. In this promoter prediction analysis, 16
of the 23 promoters experimentally mapped scored
between 6.9 and 11, six scored between 4.2 and
6.3, and one, the recA promoter, did not score above
zero. Most of them corresponded to the hit with
the highest score, but those of the genes uvrC,
MHP7448_0198 and ktrA were the second best hits
(although none of these scored higher than 6.5).

Our analyses detected at least one promoter in 54%
of the CDSs that had a divergent upstream gene and
in 18% of the CDSs that had an upstream gene
oriented in the same direction. However, these pro-
portions were 80 and 31%, respectively, if the thresh-
old score was set at 4.2, the smallest weight score
obtained for the experimentally defined promoters.

The distance of the promoters from the start codon
was also examined. The majority of the predicted pro-
moters, �67.5%, were located between 1 and 100
bases upstream of the start codon, with a preponder-
ance located 25–50 bases upstream (Fig. 7). Sixteen
promoters were found within the coding sequences
of 14 CDSs.

4. Discussion

The transcripts of 23 genes of M. hyopneumoniae
were analysed in order to map their TSSs. As is usually
the case in transcripts of other bacteria,8,15,16,18 most
of those from M. hyopneumoniae started with a
purine. Our data also showed that many of its gene
transcripts had variation at their 50 ends, suggesting

Table 3. Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae promoter prediction analysis

N

Genomic features

CDSs annotated in the genome 657

CDSs that have an upstream region , 15 bp 201/657 (31%)

CDSs that have a divergent upstream gene 142/657 (22%)

CDSs that have an upstream gene oriented
in the same direction

515/657 (78%)

Predicted promoter features (weight score � 6.5)

Promoters 201

CDSs that have at least one promoter 169/657 (26%)

CDSs that have:

One promoter 143/169 (84%)

Two promoters 22/169 (13%)

Three promoters 3/169 (2%)

Five promoters 1/169 (,1%)

CDSs that have a divergent upstream gene
and have at least one promoter

76/142 (54%)

CDSs that have an upstream gene oriented
in the same direction and have at least one
promoter

93/515 (18%)

Predicted promoter features (weight score � 4.2)

Promoters 409

CDSs that have at least one promoter 273/657 (42%)

CDSs that have a divergent upstream gene
and have at least one promoter

113/142 (80%)

CDSs that have an upstream gene oriented
in the same direction and have at least one
promoter

160/515 (31%)

Figure 6. Trade-off between the sensitivity and FPR of the 12-column PSSM. (A) Score distributions of the experimentally defined sites used
to build the matrix. Blue (dashed line), biased scores assigned by the matrix to the defined sites. Orange (solid line), unbiased scores
obtained using the LOO procedure. The ordinate indicates the probability of observing a site scoring higher than or equal to a given
weight score (abscissa). (B) ROC curve indicating the risk of false-positives associated with a specific sensitivity. Both graphs show the
difference between the biased (blue; dashed line) and LOO estimations (orange; solid line). The dCDF (ordinate) indicates
the sensitivity (fraction of sites detected) and the abscissa shows the corresponding FPR. Note that the dCDF (A) corresponds to the
sensitivity (B).
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the occurrence of heterogeneous TSSs. The heterogen-
eity observed in some M. hyopneumoniae transcripts
was due to additional untemplated nucleotides (i.e.
nucleotides not expected from the genome sequence),
and was probably the result of transcriptional slip-
page.31 In this process, the RNA polymerase adds
nucleotides, repetitively, to the 30 end of the nascent
transcript, typically within homopolymeric sequences.
Differently, the 50 end of some transcripts had length
differences in which the additional nucleotides were
identical to the genomic sequence. Such templated
heterogeneous 50 ends have also been seen frequently
in the M. pneumoniae transcripts.8

In addition, a high frequency of transcripts that have
just few nucleotides in their 50 untranslated region,
reported in M. pneumoniae,8 was also seen in M. hyop-
neumoniae. Translation can be initiated on the leader-
less mRNAs in the three domains of life, but, although
they are abundant in Archaea, they are still considered
rare in bacteria. Thus, as mentioned by Weiner et al.,8

this high incidence of leaderless transcripts in
Mycoplasma could be a result of adaptation to a
minimal genome with the aim of reducing the
genomic space required for initiation of translation.

The only s factor identified in the M. hyopneumo-
niae genome belongs to the s70 protein family. The
s70 factors interact with archetypical promoters that
are composed of two main regions: the 235
element (TTGACA) and the 210 element (TATAAT).
The upstream regions of experimentally defined TSSs
of the M. hyopneumoniae genes contained a 210
element, but no obvious 235 element, a structure
shared with other low G þ C content bacteria.19 It
has been suggested that organisms that have under-
gone massive reductions in their genome acquired a

low G þ C content and have also had degradation of
their regulatory signals.32

Previous studies have demonstrated that transcrip-
tion can occur when only the 210 element is
present, although additional elements, including acti-
vator proteins and extended 210 elements (the 216
element), may be involved.32 Forty-eight per cent of
the experimentally characterized M. hyopneumoniae
promoters contained the 216 element. This propor-
tion is very similar to that found in B. subtilis, in
which �45% of promoters possess this element.33

Studies suggest that the extended elements compen-
sate for the lack of conservation in the 210
and 235 boxes of the promoters.34 The 216
elements are also found in promoters of other
species, including E. coli and C. jejuni, but are not
seen in M. pneumoniae promoters.8,35

The AT-rich stretches upstream of the 210 element
in the promoters of M. hyopneumoniae and C. jejuni
may result in transcriptional enhancement. Petersen
et al.36 suggested that they could play a role as specific
binding sites or be implicated in DNA curvature.
These stretches could also be related to upstream
(UP) elements, which can affect promoter recognition
and activity.37 UP elements are AT-rich sequences, typ-
ically located in a region from nt 240 to nt 260
(relative to the TSS) that interacts with the C-terminal
domain of the a-subunits of RNA polymerase.37 They
have been identified in several bacterial species, and
their occurrence increases as the genomic G þ C
content of the organisms decreases.38 UP elements
can improve the activity of a TGn/210 promoter in
the absence of a good 235 element,39 and promo-
ters comprising only UP and 210 elements can be
recognized by RNA polymerase.40 Thus, in AT-rich
organisms, such as M. hyopneumoniae, it is likely that
the AT-rich stretches act as UP elements, which may
lessen the requirement for 235 hexamers.

While the conservation of the 210 element in both
Mycoplasma species is evident, the M. hyopneumoniae
promoters are particularly similar to those of C.
jejuni. Besides lacking the 235 signal and possessing
the extended 210 element, they also have periodic
AT-rich stretches upstream of the 210 region. Since
M. hyopneumoniae (Tenericutes) and C. jejuni
(Proteobacteria) are phylogenetically distant, their
promoter similarities suggest evolutionary conver-
gence, which could be consequence of their high
genomic A þT content (�70%).

PSSMs have been widely used to find conserved
motifs.27 A PSSM was defined based on the experi-
mentally defined promoters in order to detect pro-
moter-like sequences along the intergenic regions of
the M. hyopneumoniae genome.

The promoter scan of M. hyopneumoniae sequences
found that the pattern detected by the matrix

Figure 7. Distance of the predicted promoters from the annotated
start codon of the M. hyopneumoniae CDSs. Distances were
determined for the 201 predicted promoters scoring �6.5;
they were measured from the 210 element to the start codon
of the genes. Black bars indicate bases upstream of the start
codon, and grey bars indicate bases downstream of the start
codon.
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occurred more frequently than expected, indicating
that it did not occur by chance and that it was prob-
ably functional in initiating gene transcription. Recent
studies based on E. coli s70 promoter data were not
able to detect these patterns in Mycoplasma
genomes,32,41 even suggesting that the existence of
promoters in these bacteria was debatable.41

However, as demonstrated by Weiner et al.,8 the iden-
tification of Mycoplasma promoters using an E. coli
matrix is not efficient. Our study has improved on
these previous studies by using a species-specific
PSSM that accounted for the variability between bac-
terial species, avoiding biases that might result from
using heterologous PSSMs.

Approximately 26% of the CDSs in the M. hyopneu-
moniae genome had at least one identifiable promoter
in their upstream region. However, many of the up-
stream sequences of the CDSs were too short to
contain a promoter sequence of 12 nucleotides and
a spacer of four nucleotides preceding the TSS.
Therefore, the coverage of CDSs that could contain a
promoter was greater than estimated. Adams et al.42

have suggested that the upper limits of the intergenic
regions in the M. hyopneumoniae operons is �50
bases, and studies have shown that genes that are
organized in tandem with intergenic distances much
larger than 50 bases can be transcribed in large tran-
scriptional units.43 These findings indicate that many
CDSs are regulated by common promoters, and there-
fore that not all CDSs necessarily have a promoter in
their adjacent upstream regions.

Intergenic regions between divergently oriented
genes are the most probable sites to find promoter-
like sequences. Our analyses indicated that 54% of
the genes with this organization had at least one pro-
moter signal. In contrast, of the 515 genes oriented in
tandem, only 93 (18%) had a promoter sequence up-
stream. The relatively small proportion of in tandem
CDSs that possessed promoters was probably attribut-
able to the organization of most of these genes in
transcriptional units and, therefore, their transcrip-
tion might be driven by promoters that are not in
the nearest upstream intergenic region.

Although experimental studies have detected the
presence of large transcripts in M. hyopneumoniae,
which could be transcribed from the promoter up-
stream of the first CDS of the transcriptional unit,
our study demonstrates that many internal CDSs
may also contain putative promoters. For instance, in
the experimentally defined transcriptional unit con-
taining the genes deoC, upp, MHP7448_0525, lon
and tuf,44 all the genes, except MHP7448_0525,
contain promoter sequences in their upstream
regions (with scores varying from 8.4 to 11) (data
not shown). This example corroborates the findings
of Gardner et al.,43 who demonstrated that, even

when transcription does not cease between genes,
there is evidence of independent transcriptional initi-
ation by the promoter of the following gene.

Most of the CDSs had a single promoter sequence
(84%), but CDSs with multiple promoter sequences
were also detected. The tuf gene, for example, which
is known to be highly expressed, possessed three pro-
moters in its upstream region, two of which over-
lapped (data not shown). Overlapping signals could
promote transcription by recruiting RNA polymerases
to the primary promoter sequence.45 In the absence
of a strong promoter, overlapping sites could be non-
competitive weak promoters that could produce basal
transcription of the downstream genes. On the other
hand, they could also negatively regulate transcription
through competition between RNA polymerases,46 or
through the induction of a pause in the early steps in
elongation.47,48

The majority of the putative promoters were found
between 1 and 100 bases upstream of the start
codon. This is congruent with many previous studies
performed in different bacterial species.36 Some pre-
dicted promoter sequences were found within CDSs.
This could be because the start codons of these genes
were not assigned correctly, or because these putative
intragenic signals have an unknown regulatory function.

Although a comprehensive prediction of promoters
was performed in this study, many putative signals
were not detected using the criteria used for predic-
tion. The main restraint was the threshold score of
6.5. Approximately 30% of the promoters defined ex-
perimentally in our study were not detected using this
cut-off value. Even the recA promoter was not
detected using these criteria. The lowest score for
the experimentally defined promoters was 4.2;
however, at this threshold, about half of the sequences
identified were estimated to be false-positives. There
are many promoter-like sequences in the genome
with scores .4.2 (dCDF ¼ 3.46 � 1023), raising the
question of how RNA polymerase distinguishes the
signals of true promoters from the false-positives. As
M. hyopneumoniae only has a small number of
known regulatory proteins,2 one might speculate
that most of the sequences that score .4.2 are true
promoters. Gardner et al.43 found that there is tran-
scription across the majority of the intergenic
regions in M. hyopneumoniae. However, studies have
demonstrated that this species is able to control tran-
scription;49–53 therefore, the sequence contexts in
which the signals are immersed may be a determin-
ant of transcriptional initiation.

In summary, our study has contributed to under-
standing of transcriptional regulation in M. hyopneu-
moniae, as it has identified basic elements involved
in transcriptional initiation and verified their distribu-
tion in the upstream regions of protein-coding genes
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in this species. Possible applications for the PSSM
defined in this study would be refinement of
genome annotations and investigation of promoters
in closely related species, such as Mycoplasma hyorhi-
nis and Mycoplasma flocculare.
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